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This paper investigates and analyses the traffic flows and incidents in Mirs Bay water 
in accordance with the statistics of the ship traffic flows provided by the SZ MSA 
and the HK MARDEP. 
 
It analyses and forecasts in the overall flows, flows of each harbour area, and flows 
along the main fairways and branch routes by cubic exponential smoothing method. 
 
In addition, It analyses and predicts the risks of the main fairways and other branch 
routes in Mirs Bay through IWRAP MK2 recommended by IALA. 
  
At last, it makes recommendations on navigation situations and development of Mirs 
Bay in the future.  
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1.1 Research Waters 
 
In this paper, the research waters are in the vicinity of Mirs Bay (The area does not 
exceed the VTS reporting line in Figure 1.1-1), which located in the easterly region 
of Shenzhen, including the water around the main fairways and some other lanes. 
Water of research is under the jurisdictions of SZ MSA and the HK MARDEP, 
belonging to the inner water of the People's Republic of China. 
 
 
Figure 1.1-1 Mirs Bay Area 
Source: Compiled by the author based on Chart of Mirs Bay  
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1.2 Research Background 
 
Mirs Bay has wide open water and good natural condition in depth (Lau, et al. 2008). 
Cargo vessels shipping to eastern Shenzhen and Hong Kong operate in this water. At 
present, Average daily flows of ships that operate in Mirs Bay water are more than 
140 vessels (Wang, 2014), and the majority of them are those large ships with LOA 
of 200m and upward, including oil tankers, LNG ships, container ships and others, 
and on that point is a current trend of shipping development to be large-scale (Yao, 
2016). It is expected that average daily traffic flows that operating in Mirs Bay will 
reach 179 ships in 2030. Various types of ships are mainly run on the Mirs Bay main 
fairways, the situations of ships crossing dramatically increase, the head-on 
situations become more complicated (Zhao, et al. 2015), which evokes a deep impact 
on shipping safety, leading to a high hazard to navigation. 
 
1.3 Critical Issues to Address 
 
In that respect are critical issues that remand to be addressed as follows: 
 
This paper investigates and analyses the traffic flows and incidents in Mirs Bay water. 
It analyses and forecasts in the overall flows, flows of each harbour area, and flows 
along the main fairways and branch routes. In addition, It analyses and predicts the 
risks of the main fairways and other branch routes in Mirs Bay, and makes 
recommendations on navigation situations and development of Mirs Bay in the future.
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CHAPTER 2  
 
RELATED NAVIGATION ENVIRONMENT 
 
2.1 Port Status 
 
1. Yantian harbour area 
Yantian harbour is the largest traffic port in Mirs Bay, and it is the core harbour of 
Shenzhen as well, which is mainly applied to berth container ships (Chen, 2007). 
Container ships usually work in the way of liner shipping, which is a transportation 
of timing, fixed, regular navigation, the requirement at the punctuality rate is higher 
(Baird, 2003). 
 
It is situated along the north shore of Mirs Bay, starts from the west of Shatoujiao 
FTZ, to the east of Zheng Jiaozui, which owns a natural shoreline about 7.5km 
(CNNS, 2017). The overall layout of the Port is based along the large shore and wide 
embankment, relying on the wide area of Mirs Bay, which offers deep water with a 
good shelter condition, no silting. It has formed three operating areas in the west, 
middle and east by land reclamation (chen, 2002). 
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Figure 2.1-1 Location of Yantian Harbour Area 
Source: Compiled by the author based on Chart of Yantian Harbour 
 
2. Xiadong harbour area 
Xiadong harbour is located near Xia Dong of Mirs Bay, east of the Shayuchong 
harbour area, which is the dedicated port of oil and gas in the eastern part of 
Shenzhen (Bian, 1993). 
 
3. Shayuchong harbour area 
Shayuchong harbour is located in the vicinity of Kwai Chung of Mirs Bay, east of 
Xiadong harbour. It is engaged in the loading and unloading of building materials 
such as grit and stone.  
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Figure 2.1-2 Xiadong Harbour Area and Shayuchong Harbour Area 
Source: Compiled by the author based on map of Xiadong Harbour 
 
4. Chengtoujiao harbour area 
Chengtoujiao harbour is situated in the east of Mirs Bay, from Cheng Toujiao to the 
southern part of the Die Fu Bay, which is the dedicated port of the eastern power 
plant mainly for receiving LNG (Yu, 2005). The radius of 4n mile area will be built 4 
LNG receiving station in the near future, including Guangdong Dapeng LNG 
terminal, the CNOOC LNG terminal, the Hua’an LNG terminal which is expanding 
now, and the CNPC LNG terminal which will be built in the future (Shen, et al. 
2016), then it will become the world's largest LNG terminal group. 
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Figure 2.1-3 Picture of Dapeng LNG Terminal 
Source: Photo taken by SZ MSA, 2016 
 
5. Port of Hong Kong in the vicinity of Mirs Bay water - Tolo harbour 
Tolo harbour (formerly known as Tai Po Sheung) is the main inner Port of New 
Territories, Hong Kong. It is located in north of Sha Tin District, east of Tai Po 
District and connects to Mirs Bay through the Chimen Strait, which uses the route 
with natural depth for sailing (Chau, 2017). 
 
2.2 Fairways and Traditional Routes 
 
2.2.1 Existing fairways and traditional routes 
Mirs Bay water is in good condition of depth (Xia, 2002) and most of the water is in 
Hong Kong. The main fairways and traditional routes in the bay are shown in Figure 
2.2-1. 
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Figure 2.2-1 Existing Fairways and Traditional Routes 
Source: Compiled by the author based on Chart of Mirs Bay and date from the Shenzhen 
Waterway Bureau 
 
The main fairways and routes of Mirs Bay water are shown in Table 2.2-1: 
 
Table 2.2-1 The Course and Range of fairways and routes in Mirs Bay 
Fairways, Routes Segment Course Range 
Mirs Bay main fairway AB 319°-139° 7.4 n miles 
Yantian harbour route BC 295°-115° 4.3 n miles 
Yantian harbour route CD 261°-081° 2.6 n miles 
Xiadong harbour and Shayuchong 
harbour route 
BE 355°-175° 4.2 n miles 
Dapeng LNG route BG 217°-037° 2.7 n miles 
CNOOC and CNPC LNG route BF 25°37'26"-205°37'26" 3.2 n miles 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from the Shenzhen Waterway Bureau 
 
1. Mirs Bay main fairways 
Mirs Bay main fairways are from Dapeng Cape to the west side of Pingzhou Island, 
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in the course of 319 ° - 139 ° and with the depth of -16.0 to -22.0m, having mud 
bottom characteristics, and in the high tide of NW direction following with a strong 
current of 0.6 kn speed to shore. Low tide is SE direction with a flow velocity of 
0.4kn. There is no manual beacon in Mirs Bay main fairway, the ships usually 
navigate on each side of the centre line (Sun, 2007). 
 
2. Yantian harbour route 
Yantian harbour route, CD segment, has a width of 475m, dredging to -18.0m to 
meet the 150,000 tons and 70,000 tons of container ships two-direction operations. 
 
3. Xiadong harbour and Shayuchong harbour route 
Xiadong and Shayuchong harbour route is 355 ° - 175 ° direction, in the length of 
4nmile, width 190m, depth -13.1m, with mud bottom characteristics, the high tide 
direction is towards the NW with the flow speed of 0.1kn, the low tide direction is 
towards the SE with a flow velocity of 0.2kn. 
 
4. Dapeng LNG route 
Dapeng LNG route is 37 ° - 217 ° direction, depth -15m, and width 345m. It is a 
natural route of the total length of roughly 2.7n mile. 
 
5. CNOOC and CNPC LNG ship’s route 
CNOOC and CNPC LNG ships share the navigating lanes from the point B to the 
forepart of their respective terminals, the design width of the route is 300m, the depth 
is -14.8m, the route direction is 25 ° 37'26 "- 205 ° 37'26", and total length is about 
3.2n mile. 
 
6. Waterway of vessels going in and out Tolo harbour 
Ships from Tolo harbour go to Mirs Bay through Chimen Strait, using existing 
natural deep waterway for sailing. 
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2.2.2 Planning of Fairways 
In accordance with the "Shenzhen Port Overall Plan" (July 2014 approved), the entry 
route of Yantian harbour area consists of two parts of the natural route and artificial 
excavation route. The natural route has a natural water depth of -18.0m, from the exit 
of Mirs Bay to Yantian harbour area, and artificial excavation route, the length of 
which is approximate 4kn, starts from the west of the natural route near the port, ends 
respectively at the forepart of east, middle and west port. With the evolution and 
construction of Yantian harbour, the number of ships will be significantly increased, 
it projects to dredge the depth to -18.0m and broaden width to 475m to meet the 
container ships of 150,000 tons and 70,000 tons in the case of two-direction 
operations (Shenzhen, 2017). 
 
Xiadong harbour area is currently using natural water depth for navigation. It plans 
to deepen to -15.9m and widen to 190m to meet the 100,000 tons oil tankers at high 
tide inward in the future (Shenzhen, 2017). 
 
Chengtoujiao harbour area and Shayuchong harbour area using natural water depth 
can basically meet the future requirements (Shenzhen, 2017). 
 
In summary, the directions and locations of scheming fairways and traditional routes 
in the future are basically the same with nowadays. 
 




INVESTIGATIONS AND ANALYSES OF SHIP TRAFFIC FLOWS IN MIRS 
BAY WATER 
 
3.1 Analyses of Ship's Overall Flows in Mirs Bay Water 
 
In accordance with the statistics of the ship traffic flows provided by the SZ MSA 
and the HK MARDEP, the ships entering and leaving Mirs Bay from 2012 to 2016 
are shown below: 
 
Table 3.1-1 Ship Flows in Mirs Bay water in 2012 - 2016 (Unit: ship) 





2012 34054 —— 93 
2013 31550 -7.4% 86 
2014 46032 45.9% 126 
2015 53800 16.9% 147 
2016 52228 -2.9% 143 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from SZ MSA (SZ MSA, 2012a; SZ MSA, 2013a; 
SZ MSA, 2014a; SZ MSA, 2015a; SZ MSA, 2016a) 
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Figure 3.1-1 Four-year Ship Flows of Mirs Bay Water Chart 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from SZ MSA. 
 
1. Analyses of the Overall Flows in Mirs Bay Water 
 
As the statistical analysis of the ship data in Mirs Bay water in the past five years, the 
amount of the ship decreased slightly by 7.4% in 2013 compared with 2012. The 
growth rate of 2014 is 45.9%, which suffers a huge increase compared with 2013. 
The year 2015 increased by 16.9% than 2014, 2016 and 2015 basically remain stable. 
Average daily flows of ships in the past two years are 140 ships. In addition, total 
ship flows of 2016 are 52,228 ships, and mean daily flows are about 143 ships. 
 
After comparison, the ship traffic in Mirs Bay water showed an increasing trend, and 
the growth rate was relatively fast. 
 
2. Analyses of overall flows of large vessels and ships of medium-sized and below in 
Mirs Bay water 
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This report examines the ship flows in Mirs Bay water by collecting ship AIS track 
data. As depicted in Figure 3.1-2, the ship enters and leaves the Mirs Bay, which is 
mainly navigated along the Mirs Bay main fairways and open water between Shiniu 
Zhou and Huangmao Zhou (this report refers to the water as "branch lanes"). Shiniu 
Zhou, Huangmao Zhou and other islands with nearby reefs together form a natural 
separation zone in the water of the bay (Xia, 2002). 
 
Figure 3.1-2 Annual Ship AIS Track Map of Mirs Bay in 2016 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from Shenzhen VTS centre (SZ VTS. 2016) 
 
This section focus on the flows of large vessels, ships of medium-sized and below in 
Mirs Bay in order to know well the overall situation of navigable ships in Mirs Bay 
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water. 
 
(1) Analyses of Large Ship Flows 
 
Figure 3.1-3 AIS Track Map of Large Ship Flows (LOA 200m and upward) 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from Shenzhen VTS centre (SZ VTS. 2016) 
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Figure 3.1-4 AIS Track Map of Large Ship Flows (Breadth 30m and upward) 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from Shenzhen VTS centre (SZ VTS. 2016) 
 
The ship's dimensions are different due to the particular cases. For instance the 
container ship is longer than the other ship with the same tonnage (Lunde, et al. 
1974), and the oil tanker is relatively broader than the other ships of the same 
tonnage (Surhone, et al. 2010). Therefore, this report uses AIS track data of ships of 
more than 200m LOA and more than 30m breadth to analyse the flows of large ships.  
 
Granting to the features of the navigable ships in the Port area mentioned above, the 
ships with LOA 200m and upward are mainly container ships of 30,000 tons and 
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upward, oil tankers of 50,000 tons and upward, LPG ships and LNG ships of 30,000 
tons and upward. In addition to the above ships, the ship width of more than 30m 
also includes oil tankers of 30,000 tons and upward. 
 
As depicted in Figure 3.1-3 and 3.1-4, the vast majority of large ships sail along the 
main fairways in Mirs Bay, merely a humble turn of large ships run along the branch 
lanes, we can see large ships mainly pass along the recommended route of the main 
fairways. Large-scale ships mainly sailing at Yantian harbour, Xiadong harbour, 
Dapeng LNG Terminal and Hong Kong Tolo harbour, of which Yantian harbour is 
the main major navigable port area of Mirs Bay with much higher density of large 
ship than other port areas. As there are a circumscribed number of large-scale 
dangerous cargo ships in Xiadong harbour, navigation density is relatively low, and 
in addition, there are also some large oil tankers at Guanghui Port and LPG ships at 
Hua’an Terminal. The LNG ship operated by Dapeng LNG Terminal is usually large 
vessel. Currently, the navigable largest ship in Tolo harbour is the 30,000-ton oil 
tankers, which has a very low traffic density. 
 
(1) Analysis of Medium - sized and Below Ship Flows 
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Figure 3.1-5 AIS Track Map of Medium-sized and Below Ship Flows  
Source: Made by the author based on the date from Shenzhen VTS centre (SZ VTS. 2016) 
 
In conformity with the characteristics of AIS data, the report selected the AIS track 
data of ships of 30m breadth and below for analysis. As shown in Figure 3.1-5, the 
ships of medium-sized and below enter and leave the Mirs Bay water along the Mirs 
Bay main fairways and branch lanes, the track of which is significantly larger than 
that of large vessels. The track shows that the ship is sailing more arbitrarily, and 
distance from the island reef is closer. 
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3.2 Analyses of Ship's Flows in Each Port Area 
 
For the purpose of analysing the ship flows information of the Port area and the 
fairways in Mirs Bay, this report compiles data from the SZ MSA's VVAS, and the 
ship's information provided by the HK MARDEP. The study analysed as follows in 
the statistical terms of their respective years:
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Table 3.2-1 Ship Flows of Mirs Bay Harbour Areas and Main Fairways, Branch lanes (2014) (Unit: ship) 
Harbour 
Areas 








lanes Types ≤99 100～499 500～999 1000～2999 3000～9999 10000～49999 ≥50000 
Yantian 
harbour 
Container Ships 0 0 1572 4396 514 1424 6906 14812 41 44.4% 13240 1572 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 0 0 490 10 4 0 504 1 1.5% 504 0 
Other cargo ships 0 2 2 36 48 6 16 110 0.3 0.3% 106 4 
Sea mule 0 1396 2 0 0 0 0 1398 4 4.2% 0 1398 
Barge 0 0 28 1010 0 0 0 1038 3 3.1% 0 1038 
Tug 6 12310 0 0 0 0 0 12316 34 36.9% —— —— 
Other ships 176 28 128 92 28 2 0 454 1 1.4% 316 156 
Passenger ships —— —— —— —— —— —— —— 2742 8 8.2% —— —— 
Total 182 13736 1732 6024 600 1436 6922 33374 91 100.0% 14166 4168 
Xiadong 
harbour 
Oil tankers 0 2036 610 560 636 4 22 3868 11 83.6% 662 560 
LNGships 0 0 0 70 132 40 166 408 1 8.8% 172 70 
Chemical tankers 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0.01 0.1% 4 0 
Other cargo ships 0 306 0 200 6 0 0 512 1 11.1% 206 306 
Total 0 2342 610 830 778 44 188 4792 13 103.6% 1044 936 
Shayuchong 
harbour 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 4 0 758 0 0 0 762 2 99.5% 460 302 
Sea mule 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0.01 0.5% 0 4 
Total 0 4 4 758 0 0 0 766 2 100.0% 460 306 
Chengtoujiao 
harbour 
LNG ships 0 0 0 0 0 0 166 166 0.5 36.9% 166 0 
Tug 0 284 0 0 0 0 0 284 1 63.1% 284 0 
Total 0 284 0 0 0 0 166 450 1 100.0% 450 0 
Tolo harbour 
Oil tankers 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22 0.1 25.0% 22 0 
Chemical tankers 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 8 0.02 9.1% 0 8 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 20 0.1 22.7% 0 20 
Other cargo ships 0 0 0 0 8 4 0 12 0.03 13.6% 4 8 
Other ships 0 0 0 0 4 22 0 26 0.1 29.5% 22 4 
Total 0 0 0 0 32 56 0 88 0.2 100.0% 48 40 
Other ships 
Other ships 130 112 18 1744 8 0 0 2012 6 —— 1752 130 
Fuel ships; 
Oil recovery ships 
0 3306 946 238 60 0 0 4550 12 —— —— —— 
Total flows (annual) 312 19784 3310 9594 1478 1536 7276 46032 126 —— 17854 5580 
Daily flows 1 54 9 26 4 4 20 126 —— —— 49 15 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from SZ MSA and HK MARDEP (SZ MSA, 2014a; HK MARDEP, 2014a)
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Table 3.2-2 Ship Flows of Mirs Bay Harbour Areas and Main Fairways, Branch lanes (2015) (Unit: ship) 
Harbour 
Areas 








lanes Types ≤99 100～499 500～999 1000～2999 3000～9999 10000～49999 ≥50000 
Yantian 
harbour 
Container Ships 0 0 1624 4524 394 1662 6324 14528 40 35.5% 12904 1624 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 0 0 264 2 2 0 268 1 0.7% 268 0 
Other cargo ships 0 4 0 56 26 6 0 92 0.3 0.2% 88 4 
Sea mule 0 1300 0 0 0 0 0 1300 4 3.2% 0 1300 
Barge 0 0 0 930 0 0 0 930 3 2.3% 0 930 
Tug 0 15728 0 0 0 0 0 15728 43 38.4% —— —— 
Other ships 4922 152 12 272 4 0 0 5362 15 13.1% 276 164 
Passenger ships —— —— —— —— —— —— —— 2742 8 6.7% —— —— 
Total 4922 17364 1456 6046 426 1670 6324 40950 112 100.0% 13536 4022 
Xiadong 
harbour 
Oil tankers 0 2002 564 552 490 6 14 3628 10 88.7% 510 736 
LNGships 0 0 0 44 4 24 58 130 0.4 3.2% 86 44 
Chemical tankers 0 0 0 4 0 2 2 8 0.02 0.2% 8 0 
Other cargo ships 0 160 0 152 12 0 0 324 1 7.9% 164 160 
Total 0 2488 668 2088 542 36 222 4090 11 100.0% 768 940 
Shayuchong 
harbour 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 14 94 1200 2 0 0 1310 4 99.1% 690 210 
Sea mule 0 0 2 10 0 0 0 12 0.03 0.9% 0 12 
Total 0 14 96 1210 2 0 0 1322 4 100.0% 690 222 
Chengtoujiao 
harbour 
LNG ships 0 0 0 0 0 0 148 148 0.4 34.3% 148 0 
Tug 0 284 0 0 0 0 0 284 1 65.7% 284 0 
Total 0 284 0 0 0 0 148 432 1 100.0% 432 0 
Tolo harbour 
Oil tankers 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22 0.1 22.4% 22 0 
Chemical tankers 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10 0.03 10.2% 0 10 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 0 0 0 20 22 0 42 0.1 42.9% 22 20 
Other cargo ships 0 0 0 0 12 8 0 20 0.1 20.4% 8 12 
Other ships 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0.01 4.1% 0 4 
Total 0 0 0 0 36 62 0 98 0.3 100.0% 52 46 
Other ships 
Other ships 4132 28 8 126 34 4 0 4332 12 —— 164 36 
Fuel ships; 
Oil recovery ships 
0 1886 496 170 24 0 0 2576 7 —— —— —— 
Total flows(annual) 9054 21884 2904 9640 1064 1772 6694 53800 147 —— 15642 5676 
Daily flows 25 60 8 26 3 5 18 147 —— —— 43 16 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from SZ MSA and HK MARDEP (SZ MSA, 2015a; HK MARDEP, 2015a)
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Table 3.2-3 Ship Flows of Mirs Bay Harbour Areas and Main Fairways, Branch lanes (2016) (Unit: ship) 
Harbour 
Areas 








lanes Types ≤99 100～499 500～999 1000～2999 3000～9999 10000～49999 ≥50000 
Yantian 
harbour 
Container Ships 0 0 1978 5238 442 1772 6370 15800 43 37.6% 13822 1978 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 6 0.02 0.01% 6 0 
Other cargo ships 0 6 24 6 12 4 0 52 0.14 0.1% 22 30 
Sea mule 0 1394 0 0 0 0 0 1394 4 3.3% 0 1394 
Barge 0 0 0 902 0 0 0 902 2 2.1% 0 902 
Tug 0 14062 2 0 0 0 0 14064 38 33.5% 0 0 
Other ships 6290 110 0 374 2 0 0 6776 19 16.1% 376 110 
Passenger ships —— —— —— —— —— —— —— 3032 8 7.2% 0 0 
Total 6290 15572 2004 6522 456 1778 6372 42026 115 100.0% 14226 4414 
Xiadong 
harbour 
Oil tankers 0 1798 440 408 756 6 18 3426 9 81.5% 780 544 
LNGships 0 0 0 22 84 46 0 152 0.4 3.6% 130 22 
Chemical tankers 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 6 0.02 0.1% 6 0 
Other cargo ships 0 568 0 50 0 0 0 618 2 14.7% 50 568 
Total 0 2366 440 480 842 56 18 4202 11 100.0% 966 1134 
Shayuchong 
harbour 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 8 0 238 0 0 0 246 1 99.2% 238 8 
Sea mule 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0.01 0.8% 0 2 
Total 0 8 0 240 0 0 0 248 1 100.0% 238 10 
Chengtoujiao 
harbour 
LNG ships 0 0 0 0 0 0 172 172 0.5 36.3% 172 0 
Tug 0 300 0 2 0 0 0 302 1 63.7% 302 0 
Total 0 300 0 2 0 0 172 474 1 100.0% 474 0 
Tolo harbour 
Oil tankers 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22 0.06 22.0% 22 0 
Chemical tankers 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 14 0.04 14.0% 0 14 
Bulk-cargo ships 0 0 0 0 34 20 0 54 0.15 54.0% 20 34 
Other cargo ships 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 0.02 8.0% 0 8 
Other ships 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0.01 2.0% 0 2 
Total 0 0 0 0 44 56 0 100 0.3 100.0% 42 58 
Other ships 
Other ships 2648 204 10 30 2 0 0 2894 8 —— 32 214 
Fuel ships; 
Oil recovery ships 
0 1672 344 86 182 0 0 2284 6 —— —— —— 
Total flows(annual) 8938 20244 3026 8968 1226 1870 6766 52228 143 —— 15978 5830 
Daily flows 24 55 8 25 3 5 18 143 —— —— 44 16 






Demonstrated in the statistical results of Table 3.2-1-3.2-3, the proportion of ships in 
the Port area and the flows of ships in each port area are as follows: 
 
 
Figure 3.2-1 The Proportions of Ships in Each Harbour Area of Mirs Bay 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
3.3 Analyses on Ship's Flows in Fairways of Mirs Bay Water 
 







Figure 3.3-1 Distribution of Ship Types of Main Fairways Water 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
 
Figure 3.3-2 Distribution of Tonnage of Ships in Main Fairways Water 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
(1) Statistical analysis of ship traffic in 2016 
In accordance with the statistical analysis of ship traffic in 2016, the traffic flows of 
Mirs Bay main fairway were 15,978 ships, and the daily flow rate was 44 ships, which 





Yantian harbour area is the largest, regarding more than 80%. The proportion of other 
ships is relatively low, and the LNG ship flows accounted for only roundabout 1%, 
but because of its navigational exclusivity, its impact on other ships cannot be 
ignored. 
 
(2) Large - scale development of ships in Mirs Bay water 
Relating to the ship's tonnage, more than 50,000 GT ships accounted for the largest, 
41.1%, 10,000 GT or upward large ships accounted for more than half. 
 
According to the survey, Maersk Group's Triple E-class container ship (which can be 
loaded 18,000 TEUs) (Oscar, 2015) in July 2013 first sailed in Yantian harbour area. 
December 13, 2014, the world's largest container ship "CSCL global" (which can be 
loaded 19,100 TEUs) (Mike, 2014) sailed in Yantian harbour area. This shows that the 
ships of the Mirs Bay are gradually moving towards the direction of large-scale 
development, which also are in line with the future development trend of the shipping 
market. 
 







Figure 3.3-3 Distribution of Ship Types in Branch Lanes Water 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
 
Figure 3.3-4 Distribution of Tonnage of Ships in Branch Lanes Water 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
(1) In accordance with the statistical analysis of ship traffic, the traffic flows of Mirs 
Bay Branch lanes in 2016 were 5,830 ships, and the daily traffic was 16 ships, and the 





ships of Yantian harbour area had the largest flows of ships, accounting for 33.9%. 
There were a certain number of barges in the other types of ships, accounting for 
15.5% of them. During the investigation of the site observation and Shenzhen MSA, it 
was learned that the ship was actually a container ship sailing in the Yantian harbour 
area, and it was carried out by sea mule (23.9%), which was similar to a no-power 
barge. However, it should be classified as a container ship, and then the container ship 
will account for half of the average daily flows of about 8 ships. 
 
(2) Relating to the ship's tonnage, small ships which less than 1,000GT accounted for 
77.6%, and 1,000 - 3,000GT accounted for 21.4%. The proportion of large vessels 
was very low, that is, branch lanes are mainly medium-sized and below container 
ships in the Yantian harbour (including barges and sea mules), small dangerous goods 
vessels in the Xiadong harbour area, small cargo ships in Shayuchong harbour area 
and some medium-sized vessels in Hong Kong Tolo harbour. 
 







Figure 3.3-5 AIS Track Map of Mirs Bay Total Ships 
Source: Made by the author based on the date from Shenzhen VTS centre (SZ VTS. 2016). 
 
As illuminated in Figure 3.3-6, a large number of ships on the west side of Pingzhou 
Island meet and divert, forming a ship-intensive waters. Here the average daily flows 
of ships are about 40 ships, mainly large ships, which have a complex situation. It is 
better to set up a warning area to remind the ship in the waters carefully driving. 
According to the ship AIS track data, the length of this intensive water from east to 






CHAPTER 4  
 
INVESTIGATIONS AND ANALYSES OF WATER TRAFFIC INCIDENTS IN 
MIRS BAY 
 
Mirs Bay water is under supervision of the maritime authorities in Shenzhen and 
Hong Kong. This report is based on data of water traffic incidents in both two places. 
 
4.1 Investigations and Analyses of Water Traffic Incidents in Shenzhen 
Jurisdiction Waters 
 
According to the statistics of water traffic incidents provided by SZ MSA, the 
statistics and geographical distribution of water traffic incidents in Mirs Bay water of 
Shenzhen from 2012 to 2016 are as follows: 
 
Table 4.1-1 List of Water Traffic Accidents in Mirs Bay of SZ (2012- 2016) 
No. Timing Location Level Types Causes 
1 2012/6/29 Yantian harbor 10 # berth Small Contacted 
Unreasonable 
dispatch 
2 2013/6/16 Dameisha beach Small Grounding Dragging anchor 
3 2014/11/30 Yantian harbour 4 # berth Small Collision Crew failure 
4 2014/12/1 Shayuchong harbour 2 # berth Small Collision Windlass failure 
5 2015/1/1 Dameisha waters Less serious Collision Hit swimmer 
6 2015/7/20 Dasanmen island waters Less serious Grounding —— 
7 2015/11/28 Xichong waters Small Foundering —— 





Source: Made by the author based on the date from SZ MSA(SZ MSA, 2012b; SZ MSA, 2013b; 
SZ MSA, 2014b; SZ MSA, 2015b; SZ MSA, 2016b) 
 
In the past 5 years, there were a total of 8 water traffic incidents, of which there were 
6 small incidents and 2 general incidents according to classification of the scale of the 
accidents. In addition, they were contacted, grounding, collision, and foundering 
classified by the nature of the incident. The incidents occurred mainly in the eastern 
coastal water of Shenzhen. 
 
As most of the research water of this study is located in the Hong Kong area, the 
traffic incident situation in the Hong Kong area has more reference. 
 
4.2 Investigations and Analyses of Water Traffic Incidents in Hong Kong 
Jurisdiction Waters 
 
With reference to the statistics provided by the HK MARDEP, the incident level is 
based on small incidents, less serious, serious and very serious four grades. Statistics 
of the water traffic incidents and their geographical distribution in the Mirs Bay water 
of Hong Kong from 2012 to 2016 are as follows: 
 
Table 4.2-1 List of Water Traffic Accidents in Mirs Bay of HK (2012- 2016) 
No. Timing Location Level Types Casualties 
1 2012/4/9 22°31.71'N,114°17.39'E Less serious Collision Injured (8) 
2 2012/4/19 Near Chimenstrait Small Grounding Injured (2) 
3 2012/4/25 Yazhou water Small Grounding No casualties 





5 2012/7/24 Datan water Small Foundering No casualties 
6 2012/11/14 Saigon bay Small Foundering No casualties 
7 2013/2/2 North of Chimen strait Small Grounding No casualties 
8 2013/2/7 22°28.98'N,114°18.83'E Small Contacted No casualties 
9 2013/6/9 22°26.72'N,114°21.13'E Small Contacted No casualties 
10 2013/6/29 Shatoujiao public port Small Contacted Injured (1) 
11 2013/10/3 Shatoujiao water Small Collision Injured (2) 
12 2014/1/23 South of Chizhou water Small Foundering No casualties 
13 2014/4/21 22°26.714'N,114°20.606'E Small Grounding No casualties 
14 2014/09/16 22°31.875'N,114°12.580'E Small Grounding No casualties 
15 2014/12/21 22°30.293N,114°21.519E Small Capsized No casualties 
16 2015/6/2 
West of Huangmao Zhou 
water 
Small Fire No casualties 
17 2015/7/17 
South of Huangmao Zhou 
water 
Small Grounding No casualties 
18 2015/7/25 Tamen southern waterway Small Grounding No casualties 
19 2015/8/18 Datan water Small Collision Injured (1) 
20 2015/9/26 Datan water Small Foundering No casualties 
21 2015/10/28 Tunmen bay water Small Grounding No casualties 




23 2016/5/15 Bengshapai water Small Grounding No casualties 




Source: Made by the author based on the date from HK MARDEP (HK MARDEP, 2012; HK 





Table 4.2-2 Level of Water Traffic Accidents in Mirs Bay of HK (2012- 2016) 
Year Total Small Less serious Serious Very serious 
2012 6 5 1 0 0 
2013 5 5 0 0 0 
2014 4 4 0 0 0 
2015 7 7 0 0 0 
2016 2 2 0 0 0 
Total 24 23 1 0 0 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
Table 4.2-3 Types of Water Traffic Accidents in Mirs Bay of HK (2012- 2016) 
Year Collision Foundering Contacted Grounding Capsized Fire Mechanical 
failure 
Total 
2012 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 6 
2013 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 5 
2014 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 4 
2015 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 7 
2016 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
Total 3 4 3 10 1 1 2 24 







Figure 4.2-1 Types of Water Traffic Incidents in Hong Kong Mirs Bay Water from 2012 to 2016 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
(1) The total incident analyses 
By means of the above chart analysis, total traffic incidents of Hong Kong Mirs Bay 
waters in 2012 - 2016 is low, a total of 24 cases, and the largest number of incidents is 
in 2015, 7 cases. The incident level is mainly small incidents, a total of 23 cases, 
accounting for about 96%. There were no incidents of serious and very serious level. 
 
(2) The type of incident analyses 
In the type of incident, grounding incidents are most, reaching 10 cases, accounting 
for 42% of the total number of incidents; followed by sinking, accounting for 17% of 
the total number of incidents; Both collision and contacted incidents are 3 cases, 






(3) The geographical distribution of the incidents and causes 
 
Figure 4.2-2 Incident Distribution Map of Mirs Bay Water (orange range in the figure) from 2012 
to 2014 
Source: provided by HK MARDEP 
 
 
Figure 4.2-3 Incident Distribution Map of Mirs Bay Water (orange range in the figure) from 2015 
to 2016 
Source: provided by HK MARDEP 
 





location can be led out that the water traffic incidents in Hong Kong's Mirs Bay water 
occurred in the water near the islands around Hong Kong and Chimen Straits. The 
water is close to the shore, scattering with more reefs (Chau, 2007). Navigation 
environments are more complex, prone to ship grounding, sinking and other incidents. 
In the past five years, only one ship failure incident occurred in the water of Mirs Bay 
main fairways. It was located in the water near Shiniu Zhou. And a fire incident 
occurred on the west side of Huangmao Zhou. 
 
With reference to the historical data in the “Marine Incident Statistics”, there were 12 
collision incidents in the vicinity of the research water from 2001 to 2010, including 5 
in the vicinity of Shiniu Zhou and 6 near Pingzhou Island, one near the exit of Mirs 
Bay main fairways. During the collision incidents, about two-thirds of the collision 
incidents are mainly caused by container ships, general cargo ships, yachts and tugs. 
In addition, there have been six grounding incidents in the vicinity of the study water 
from 2001 to 2007, of which one occurred near Shiniu Zhou and 5 near Pingzhou 
island. 
 
As mentioned above, thanks to the water near the Mirs Bay main fairways with open, 
well depth conditions, less reef shallow water area (Xia 2002), providing a more 
favourable natural condition for the ships, the probability of incident is much smaller 
than water around the islands. According to the "Maritime Incident Statistics" of HK 
MARDEP, the incidents near the research water are mainly located near Pingzhou 






However, with the rapid growth of ship traffic in the Mirs Bay and the large-scale 
development of the ships, the probability of ship incidents in the Mirs Bay main 
fairways and others lanes will rise. All ships gathered in the vicinity of the 
recommended route of the main fairways, what’s more, if the LNG ships and other 
dangerous goods ship occur incidents, the consequences are difficult to estimate. 
Therefore, in order to take preventive measures, it is necessary to create a navigable 
condition for Mirs Bay waters to effectively reduce the probability of occurrence of 
water traffic incidents. 
 
CHAPTER 5  
ANALYSES AND PREDICTIONS OF THE FUTURE TRAFFIC FLOWS  
 
Impacted upon the international financial crisis, in recent years, Shenzhen, Hong 
Kong total throughput and container throughput experienced a process from a sharp 
decline to a stabilizing recovery. In 2009, a total of 194 million tons of cargo 
throughput finished, declined by 8.8% compared with the previous year; container 
throughput of 18.25 million TEUs, down 14.8% (Du, 2009). After turning into the 
year of 2010, the relevant throughput indicators began to resume growth. 
 
In relevant with the tendency of economic and social development in the hinterland, 
the development trend of the coastal port group in the Pearl River Delta and the 
impact of the financial crisis on the hinterland economy and port transportation, the 
overall trend of Shenzhen port throughput development is expected to maintain the 





with a high base and low growth (Zhang, et al. 2011). 
 
Correspondingly, the Shenzhen port traffic flows characteristics are: 
Total ship flows continued to grow rapidly: from 2002 to 2016, the total flows of ports 
increased to 2.5 times than the original flows, which have an average annual growth 
rate of 3% to 4%, and ships showed a large-scale development trend (Bi, et al. 2017). 
With the continuous growth of throughput, it is expected that the ship traffic flows in 
Shenzhen will continue to grow in recent years. 
 
5.1 Cubic Exponential Smoothing Prediction 
 
The exponential smoothing method is a method of forecasting by an exponential 
weighting method based on the actual number and to forecast the value based on 
historical data. This method is essentially evolved by the weighted moving average 
method, the advantage is that as long as the actual number and the previous forecast 
value exists, you can calculate the next forecast value, saving a lot of data and data 
processing time, reducing data storage. It is a practical medium and short-term 
forecasting method (Hyndman, et al. 2015). 
 
The exponential smoothing method will reflect and roughly smooth the historical 
changes in the statistical data to analyse the evolution of variables. This method can 
handle irregular data. If the distribution of the data points is linear, the quadratic 
exponential smoothing method is used to predict the results. If the distribution of the 





method are more accurate. 
 
As a typical time series forecasting method, the exponential smoothing method is 
nonlinearly decreasing in terms of the degree of data with the lime. The greater the 
impact of the recent data, the greater the weight; The smaller the impact of long-term 
data, the smaller the weight (Snyder, 2004). 
 
(1) Exponential smoothing sequence 
Suppose the time series y1，y2，…，yn. The recursive formula of the exponential 
smoothing sequence is: 
)1(
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(2) Quadratic exponential smoothing sequence 
The quadratic exponential smoothing sequence can be obtained by exponentially 
smoothing the value St（
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(3) Cubic exponential smoothing sequence 
Similarly, the recursive formula of the cubic exponential smoothing sequence is: 
)3(
1
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The prediction model based on cubic exponential smoothing sequence is: 
2TcTbay tttTt   
Where: t - the current time serial number; 
T - forecast time; 
yt+T - the predicted value of the (t + T) time. 
Among them, the model coefficients at, bt, ct is calculated as: 










t SSSc    
 
Smoothing coefficient n, which is the key of exponential smoothing method to 
calculate whether the forecast trend value is realistic. Because the smoothing 
coefficient n value represents the velocity of the model's change in time series data, it 
also determines the ability to predict the model's smoothing error. The size of the 
smoothing coefficient reflects the proportion of the observed value in the exponential 
smoothing value, which can balance the different effects of the observed values. The 
larger the value of n, the greater the proportion of the new data, the greater the impact 
of the last observation, the more dependent on the recent information; n smaller, then 
the prediction is more dependent on historical information (Snyder, 2004). 
 
With reference to the change of ship flows in Shenzhen from 2002 to 2016, the cubic 
exponential smoothing method is used to forecast the traffic flows for a certain period 





dependent on historical information, the smoothing factor n should take a smaller 
value. After trying, At  0.05,0.95n , at 0.01 step, it is the most reasonable 
smoothing coefficient when n = 0.11. The prediction results are shown in Table 5.1-1 
and Figure 5.1-1. 
 
 
Table 5.1-1 Predictions of Overall Flows in SZ Port (unit: ship) 
Year 
Overall Flows 
(Cubic Exponential Smoothing 
Prediction) 
Growth rate compared with 
the previous year (unit：%) 
2002 136462 - 
2003 174134 27.61 
2004 220254 26.49 
2005 259662 17.89 
2006 262829 1.22 
2007 298833 13.70 
2008 315022 5.42 
2009 260181 -17.41 
2010 266286 2.35 
2011 273779 2.81 
2012 323185 18.05 
2013 381893 18.17 
2014 370116 -3.08 
2015 345399 -6.68 
2016 340103 -1.53 





2018 407514 4.24 
2019 434944 4.17 
2020 452823 4.11 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
 
Figure 5.1-1 Cubic Exponential Smoothing Prediction of Traffic Flows 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
Forecast results display that the ship traffic flows of Shenzhen port in the next few 
years have a steady growth, the average annual growth rate of 4.2%, which is 
expected to reach about 450,000 ships by 2020. 
 
5.2 Analyses and Predictions of Traffic Flows in Related Harbour Areas 
 
In consultation with the relevant planning in Hong Kong, Tolo harbour has no plan for 





quo. Therefore, ship traffic growth of Mirs Bay waters in the future will mainly come 
from the eastern port of Shenzhen. 
 
 
Table 5.2-1 Predictions of Overall Flows in Mirs Bay in 2020 and 2030 (unit: ship) 
Year Container ships 
Oil tankers, chemical tankers 
and other dangerous cargo ships 
LNG ships Total 
Daily 
average 
2012 27414 80.5% 6474 19.0% 166 0.5% 34054 93 
2013 24192 76.7% 7190 22.8% 168 0.5% 31550 86 
2014 37006 80.4% 8860 19.2% 166 0.4% 46032 126 
2015 47278 87.5% 6374 11.8% 148 0.3% 53800 147 
2016 46152 88.4% 5904 11.3% 172 0.3% 52228 143 
2020 48172 87.8% 6361 11.6% 349 0.6% 54882 150 
2030 55061 84.5% 9690 14.9% 437 0.5% 65188 179 
Source: Made by the author. 
 
 
Figure 5.2-1 Predictions of Traffic Flows in Mirs Bay 
Source: Made by the author. 
 





reach 32 million TEUs and 38 million TEUs respectively, and the container 
throughput of Yantian harbour will reach 14 million TEUs and 16 million TEUs 
respectively. Throughput of container ship flows is expected to grow about 5% and 
20% respectively in 2020 and 2030 compared with 2016. 
 
(2) Concerning with LNG throughput, the existing Dapeng LNG receiving station and 
supporting terminal located in Mirs Bay Chengtoujiao harbour area, the vast majority 
of LNG throughput is from this port. As per the "Shenzhen Port Overall Plan" (July 
2014 approved draft), Dapeng LNG project designs total size of 7 million tons / year, 
CNOOC and LNG receiving station design throughput of 4 million tons / year and 3 
million tons / year, Xiadong harbour area Hua’an LNG project designs throughput of 
800,000 tons / year. In the future, four LNG projects will be put into operation in the 
eastern waters of Mirs Bay (SZ TCM, 2017). It is predicted that the discharge 
capacity of LNG in Shenzhen will reach 12 million tons and 15 million tons 
respectively in 2020 and 2030. Considering the correlation between ship flows and 
throughput, it is expected that LNG ship traffic in Mirs Bay will be 2 times as much 
as 2016 in 2020, and it is expected to be about 2.5 times of 2016 to 2030. 
 
(3) For other dangerous cargo carriers, Xiadong harbour is a dangerous cargo port 
with loading and unloading oil and LPG. The existing Guanghui, Hua’an and 
Zhongpeng terminals and reservoir basically maintain the current scale (SZ TCM, 







(4) It is estimated that the total flows of Mirs Bay will reach about 54,882 vessels in 
2020, about 5% higher than that in 2016 and the average daily flows will be about 150. 
As a result of the construction of hydraulic facilities in the eastern part of Shenzhen in 
recent years, various types of engineering vessels and port operations vessels have 
frequent activities in the waters near the port area. In particular, the total flows of 
2015 and 2016 these ships are large, resulting increased proportion of other ships. It is 
envisaged that the container ships and other vessels flows of Mirs Bay will be 48,172 
ships, accounting for 87.8% of the total traffic flows.  
 
(5) The traffic flows of dangerous cargo ships (not including LNG ships) are 6,361 
ships, accounting for 11.6% of the total. Construction and expansion of CNOOC and 
Hua’an LNG terminals will enable LNG ships flows to reach 349 vessels in 2020, 
representing approximately 0.6% of the total. 
 
(6) It is predicted that the overall flows of ships in Mirs Bay water will reach 65,188 
ships and daily average flows will be 179 ships in 2030, which will be an increase of 
about 25% compared with 2016. Mirs Bay container ships and other ships flows are 
55,061 ships, accounting for 84.5% of the overall traffic flows; in addition, the 
dangerous cargo ship flows (not including LNG ships) will be 9690 ships, accounting 
for about 14.9%; LNG ship flows in 2030 will reach 437 ships, accounting for about 






CHAPTER 6  
 
RISK ANALYSES OF MAIN FAIRWAYS AND LANES IN MIRS BAY  
 
According to the current situation of traffic flows and the predicted traffic flows 
results, blending with the previous analyses of the Mirs Bay traffic flows and water 
traffic incidents, this report uses IWRAP MK2 recommended by IALA to analyze and 
access the risks of main fairways and lanes in Mirs Bay.  
 
6.1 Introduction to IWRAP MK2 
 
IWRAP MK2 is a software tool that can use the ship traffic flows information to 
measure the ship's navigation risk. IALA explicitly recommends that IWRAP MK2 
can be applied as the risk management tool for ports and restricted waterways (IALA, 
2009). At the 10th meeting of the IALA-NET Preparatory Committee, Omar Frits 
Eriksso made it clear that at the last IALA risk management tool training seminar, 
"this facility was successfully used to analyze the risk of Oman port near Hormuz 
Strait "(IALA , 2009). 
 
6.2 Risk Analyses of Navigation in 2016  
 






The evaluation results indicate that: navigation risks of main fairways in Dapeng Bay 
basically reached the highest risk level, navigation risks of Yantian harbour lanes 
followed after. In the west of Pingzhou island has a higher risk of grounding, and 
there is a certain grounding risk near Shiniu Zhou and Langhuapai.  
 
 
Figure 6.2-1 Navigable Risk Assessment in Mirs Bay Water (2016) 
Source: Compiled by the author based on calculation by IWRAP MK2 
 
2. Types of navigation risk 
 
From the analyses of the types of navigation risk, the risks of navigation near the 
water of this study are mainly grounding, head-on collision, overtaking collision, 







Figure 6.2-2 The Types and Probability of Risks (2016) 
Source: Compiled by the author based on calculation by IWRAP MK2 
 
(1) Analyses to the risk of collision  
Figure 6.2-3 shows the outcomes of the collision risk assessment for all ships. It can 
be illustrated that the ship with the highest risk of collision is container ship, and the 
overall incident risk rate of container ship collision is 0.267562 (about 1 incident per 
4 years) (unit: incidents / year, the following outcomes have the same unit in this 
chapter), and the highest risk of collision object with the container ship is just the 
container ship itself, incident Rate of 0.129536. Referable to the limited quantity of 
LNG ships, the collision incident rate is 0.00458981, and the ship with the highest 
probability of collision with LNG ship is container ship, incident rate of 0.00189896.  
 
(2) Analyses to the risk of head-on collision  
Figure 6.2-4 shows the results of the head-on collision risk assessment for all ships. It 





risk of the overall incident risk rate is 0.0670248, which has the highest risk to occur 
with the container ship itself, the incident rate of 0.0371445. The incident rate of LNG 
ships at this stage is 0.00128718, the highest rate of risk occurred with LNG ships are 
container ships with an accident rate of 0.000597635. 
 
(3) Analyses to the risk of overtaking collision 
According to Figure 6.2-5, it can be seen that the highest risk of ship type is container 
ship, the overall incident risk rate of container ship is 0.0522666, the rate of fishing 
vessels, bulk carriers, container ships occurred with container ships are 0.0154385, 
0.0148456, and 0.0139883. The incident rate of LNG ships at this stage is 0.00091872, 
there are fishing vessels, bulk carriers and container ships having a higher probability 
of overtaking collision risks with LNG vessels, corresponding accident rates are 
0.00035128, 0.000249852, 0.000195285 respectively. 
 
(4) Analyses to the risk of crossing collision 
Figure 5.3-6 illustrates the results of the crossing collision risk assessment for all 
ships. It can be seen that the highest risk of the ship type is the container ship, the 
overall incident risk rate of container ship is 0.034437, container ship, fishing ship, 
and other ship (working ship, small windsurfing ship, etc.) have the relatively high 
risk to occur with the container ship, the incident rates are 0.0141903, 0.00643183, 
and 0.00605061. The incident rate of LNG ships at this stage is 0.001118185, the 
highest risk occurred with LNG ships is container ship, fishing ship, bulk carrier and 







(5) Analyses to the risk of bend turning collision 
Figure 6.2-7 shows the outcomes of the bend turning collision risk assessment for all 
ships. It can be seen that the highest risk of the ship type is the container ship, the 
incident risk rate of container ship risk 0.0888673. The incident rate of LNG ships at 






Figure 6.2-3 Risks of Collision (2016) 






Figure 6.2-4 Head-on Risks (2016) 







Figure 6.2-5 Overtaking Risks (2016) 







Figure 6.2-6 Crossing Risks (2016) 







Figure 6.2-7 Bend Turning Risks (2016) 





6.3 Risk Analyses and Predictions of Navigation in 2020 
 
1. Risk analysis of navigation in the future 
 
According to the previous prediction, Dapeng Bay water flows in 2020 are expected 
to 54882 ships. With reference to this goal, the evaluation results demonstrates that 
the risk of navigation in Dapeng Bay main route is still high, reaching the highest 
risk level, following with the Yantian harbour route risk. In the west of Pingzhou 
Island has a higher risk of grounding, there is a certain grounding risk near Shiniu 
Zhou and Langhuapai. 
 
 
Figure 6.3-1 Navigable Risk Assessment in Mirs Bay Water (2020) 
Source: Compiled by the author based on calculation by IWRAP MK2 
 
2. Navigation risk types analyses 
 





risks in the vicinity of the study are mainly grounding, head-on collision, overtaking 
collision, crossing collision, as follows: 
 
 
Figure 6.3-2 Types and Probability of Risks (2020) 







(1) Collision risk analyses and predictions 
Figure 6.3-3 shows the results of the collision risk assessment for all ships will 
expect in 2020. According to Figure 6.3-3, it can be seen from the figure that 
the ship with the highest risk of collision will be container ship, and the overall 
incident risk rate of container ship collision will be 0.90541 (about 1 incident 
per 1 year); the highest risk of collision object happened with container ship 
will be container ship itself, incident rate of 0.462652. The number of LNG 
ships will increase rapidly in the future years, the collision incident rate 
increased significantly from the original 0.00458981 to 0.0223028, and 
container ship still owns the highest probability of collision with LNG ship, 
rate of 0.0113861. 
 
(2) Head-on collision risk analysis and predictions 
Figure 6.3-4 illustrates the results of the head-on collision risk assessment of 
all ships in 2020. Based on Figure 6.3.4, it can be seen for the highest risk of 
the ship type will be still the container ship with risk rate of 0.227069, of which 
the container ship has the highest risk rate, 0.134292, to collide with container 
ships. The incident rate of LNG ships will increase from the current stage of 
0.00128718 to 0.00431719, the ship with the highest risk occurred with LNG 
ships will be still container ship, the accident rate will be 0.00248731. 
 
(3) Overtaking collision risk analysis and predictions 
Figure 6.3-5 shows the results of the overtaking collision risk assessment of all 
vessels in 2020. From Figure 6.3-5, it can be seen that the highest risk of ship 
type will be container ship, the overall incident risk rate of container ship will 
be 0.170866, the rate of fishing vessels, bulk carriers, container ships occurred 
with container ships are 0.0441973, 0.0426238, and 0.0391801. The incident 
rate of LNG ships at this stage is 0.00247816, there will be fishing vessels, 
bulk carriers and container ships having a higher probability of overtaking 
collision risks with LNG vessels, corresponding accident rates will be 







(4) Crossing collision risk analysis and predictions 
Figure 6.3-6 shows the results of crossing collision risk assessment for all ships 
in 2020. Based on Figure 6.3-6, it can be illustrated that the ship owning the 
highest cross-risk is the container ship, the overall incident risk rate of the 
container ship is 0.111324, and the rate of the collision occurred with container 
ships, oil tankers, other ships (engineering vessels, small windsurfers, etc.) will 
be 0.0515101, 0.0201752, and 0.0130019 respectively. Crossing collision rate 
LNG ships at this stage will be 0.00499728, and there are container ship and oil 
tanker having a relatively high probability of crossing collision with LNG ships, 
corresponding accident rates are 0.00236247 and 0.000849725 respectively. 
 
(5) Bend turning collision risk analysis and predictions 
Figure 6.3-7 shows the results of bend collision risk assessment for all ships in 
2020. Based on Figure 6.3-7, it can be illustrated that the ship with the highest 
bend-risk will be the container ship, the overall incident risk rate of the 
container ship will be 0.31467. LNG ships at this stage bend turning incident 







Figure 6.3-3 Risks of Collision (2020) 








Figure 6.3-4 Head-on Risks (2020) 








Figure 6.3-5 Overtaking Risks (2020) 








Figure 6.3-6 Crossing Risks (2020) 








Figure 6.3-7 Bend Turning Risks (2020) 









To sum up, the ship flows of Mirs Bay water will continue to grow in the future. It is 
estimated that the total flows of Mirs Bay will reach about 54,882 vessels in 2020, 
about 5% higher than that in 2016 and the average daily flows will be about 150. 
Similarly, it is predicted that the overall flows of ships in Mirs Bay water will reach 
65,188 ships and daily average flows will be 179 ships in 2030, which will be an 
increase of about 25% compared with 2016. The growth of container ships, oil 
tankers, dangerous goods ships and other ships is stable, however, LNG ship traffic 
will grow substantially.  
 
From 2016 to 2020, the probability of grounding risk increases from 0.1204 (unit: 
incidents / year, the following outcomes have the same unit in this chapter) to 0.1294 
in the main fairways and routes of Mirs Bay, head-on risk increases from 0.08749 to 
0.3668. The risk of overtaking is increased from 0.04295 to 0.1857, and the risk of 
crossing increases from 0.03979 to 0.1706. This can be analyzed, only risk of 
grounding increase slightly, however, the probability of the head-on, overtaking, 
crossing risk in 2020 will be increased to 4.2, 4.3, 4.3 times than 2016. The risk of 
collision between LNG ships and other ships increase from 0.0045891 in 2016 to 
0.0223028, nearly 4.9 times than 2016, which is more significant, and the increase of 
incident probability was significantly higher than that of ship flows. 
 
In general, in the Mirs Bay water, large container ships have a higher risk of 
navigation, followed by bulk carriers and fishing vessels. Head-on, overtaking, 
crossing risk between container ships and other ships is also prominent. The 
probability of occurrence of incidents in LNG ships is still at a relatively low level, 
but because of the fact that the consequences of its incidents are very serious (Gao, 





For future advices, it is recommended to consider the implementation of the ship 
routing system to separate the different types of ship flows, effectively reduce the 
current and future navigation risk of various types of ships in Mirs Bay main route 
waters. It is advisable for all LNG vessels and other large dangerous goods vessels to 
use dangerous goods ships routing system to enter and leave in the eastern port of 
Shenzhen after reporting to the Shenzhen VTS Centre and obtaining permission. In 
addition it is advisable for the general cargo ships to enter and leave in the eastern 
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